Abstract-In diseased conditions of cartilage such as osteoarthritis, there is typically an increase in water content from the average normal of 60-85% to greater than 90%. As cartilage has very little capability for self-repair, methods of early detection of degeneration are required, and assessment of water could prove to be a useful diagnostic method. Current assessment methods are either destructive, time consuming, or have limited sensitivity. Here, we investigated the hypotheses that non-destructive near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) of articular cartilage can be used to differentiate between free and bound water, and to quantitatively assess water content. The absorbances centered at 5200 and 6890 cm 21 were attributed to a combination of free and bound water, and to free water only, respectively. The integrated areas of both absorbance bands were found to correlate linearly with the absolute water content (R = 0.87 and 0.86) and with percent water content (R = 0.97 and 0.96) of the tissue. Partial least square models were also successfully developed and were used to predict water content, and percent free water. These data demonstrate that NIRS can be utilized to quantitatively determine water content in articular cartilage, and may aid in early detection of degenerative tissue changes in a laboratory setting, and with additional validations, possibly in a clinical setting.
INTRODUCTION
Articular cartilage is a hyaline cartilage that lines the subchondral bone in a diarthrodial joint. The composition of articular cartilage varies throughout the depth, with water content being greatest at the surface and lower in the deeper zone. 49 The primary functions of water in cartilage are shock absorbtion during loading, transport of nutrients, and lubrication.
Therefore the study of transport of water molecules within the cartilage has gained importance and has been studied for over 40 years. 41, 59 The type of water in cartilage has generally been categorized as existing in three pools, as free water, water that forms hydrogen bonds with the collagen surface and trapped between collagen fibers (tightly bound), and water that forms hydrogen bonds with proteoglycan anionic sites (loosely bound). 30, 58 Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressively disabling musculoskeletal disease characterized by degeneration of articular cartilage. Approximately 21 million adults in the United States over the age of 45 years have been estimated to have the disease, 32 with prevalence directly correlated to age. In OA there is an increase in water content from the average normal of 60-85% to greater than 90%. 28 It is thought that this increase is attributable to a denatured collagen network that leads to decreased proteoglycan content, 42, 48, 62 which in turn results in increased water in the tissue matrix. As cartilage has very little capability for self-repair due to low turnover rate of the cells and its avascular nature, methods of early detection of degeneration are required. 17 Several recent studies have investigated methods to improve detection of OA, based on changes in water, matrix, or mechanical properties. Examples include a study by Duda et al. 23 where they described a novel medical device to detect early OA based on assessment of the mechanical stiffness of cartilage, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies that evaluated degenerative cartilage based on changes in matrix and water content, which are more common. Although MRI suffers from relatively low spatial resolution, quantitative MRI (qMRI) techniques, 18 microscopic MRI (lMRI), 64 MRI combined with optical coherence tomography 46 and three dimensional MRI 53 are emerging as promising high resolution tools to detect OA based on water and matrix changes. The MRI parameter transverse relaxation time T2 is associated with the water, 31, 38, 40, 47, 53 but is not sensitive to small changes in water content. In addition, the fact that articular cartilage is very thin and has curved surfaces contributes to the insensitivity of some MRI analyses due to partial-volume averaging effects. This makes the detection of thin fissures, cartilage flaps, and shallow defects difficult. 50 MRI studies have also had limited success in quantitation of biochemical changes in earlier stages of OA. 22 Thus, even though the evaluation of water content changes in cartilage could be a useful strategy in early detection of OA, a sensitive non-or minimally invasive modality remains to be optimized.
The current 'gold standard' methods for water detection in tissues are gravimetric analysis 5 and Karl Fischer titration. 15 Gravimetric analysis, although a relatively simple method based on obtaining wet and dry weights of a sample, is time consuming compared to Karl Fischer titration. The main disadvantage of Karl Fischer titration is that the material analyzed must dissolve in the titration medium to get an accurate water content assessment. However, since some biological tissues may bind with the reagents used in Karl Fischer titration, this could lead to inaccuracies in results. In addition, Karl Fischer titration measures bound as well as surface water, and therefore will result in a greater water content compared to gravimetric method. Further, both of these methods of water measurements are destructive, and therefore are not suitable in a clinical setting.
Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is an attractive non-destructive alternative for characterization and quantification of water in cartilage. The NIR spectrum consists of overtones and combination bands of the fundamental molecular vibrations found in the midinfrared region. There are two dominant water peaks in the NIR region: centered at 5200 and 6890 cm 21 , respectively. 34, 37 Earlier and recent studies have utilized NIR spectroscopy in either a non-or minimally invasive mode for analysis of water in food, 10, 45 pharmaceuticals, 9, 66 and skin. 3, 4, 44 Both the 5200 and the 6890 cm 21 absorbances have been used for quantitation. In cartilage research, water quantitation based on the NIR absorbance bands has not yet been carried out. The first NIR probe study of cartilage or articular joints reported a preliminary evaluation of joint synovium. 16 In the more recent literature, there have been several studies where NIR fiber optic probes have been used to assess cartilage quality. There have also been reports of assessment of severity of cartilage defects using a NIR probe. Spahn et al. [55] [56] [57] conducted a series of NIR spectroscopy studies to evaluate the utility of this technique to assess cartilage defects. In one study, the ratio of a NIR water absorbance band at 7017 cm 21 to the 8510 cm 21 absorbance (a matrix absorbance) was considered as an indicator of water content. 56 Although they used a Karl-Fischer titration to determine water content of the cartilage, a direct correlation of NIR water absorbance bands and actual water content was not presented. The second study showed that NIR spectral data obtained from human cartilage had better intraobserver agreement for prediction of early cartilage disease than MRI or arthroscopy. 27 Finally, Marticke et al. 43 correlated NIR data with cartilage mechanical properties, showing a positive correlation between NIR spectra and Young's modulus for osteoarthritic cartilage. Together, these studies demonstrate the potential for NIR spectroscopy to aid in evaluation of cartilage matrix changes in a clinical environment.
Another series of studies by Brown demonstrated the correlation of NIR spectroscopic data to severity of cartilage degeneration in enzymatically degraded 11 and osteoarthritic tissues. 12 In those studies, quantitative assessments of changes in tissue water content were also not performed. In a recent study from our group, water content in engineered cartilage, based on the 5200 cm 21 absorbance band, was correlated to matrix composition. 8 However, to date, NIR spectroscopic assessment of water in cartilage has not been shown to correlate to the gold standard, gravimetric water determination, and therefore quantitative data on changes in water content have not been obtained. The current study aims to demonstrate the ability of NIR spectroscopic assessment to quantitatively predict water content in cartilage.
In addition to changes in total water content, changes in the relative amount of free and bound water in cartilage may also reflect tissue quality. As the increase in water content during disease progression is associated with the loss of proteoglycan and rupture of the collagen network, it is likely that the balance of free and bound water changes. In the current study, we hypothesized that NIR spectroscopy can be used to quantitatively assess water content and its' free or bound state in hyaline cartilage, providing further support for the use of this modality for assessment of early OA. To test this hypothesis, we investigated a model system of bovine nasal cartilage (BNC) tissue, which is a hyaline cartilage that is more homogeneous and isotropic compared to articular cartilage. Unlike articular cartilage, BNC has no zonal variation. Many studies on the progression of OA have utilized BNC for this reason, 35, 36, 65 to avoid the zonal composition variation observed in articular cartilage which could be a confounding factor in data evaluation. The two aims of the study were to validate the assignments of ''free'' and ''bound'' water to the 6890 and 5200 cm 21 absorbances, respectively, and to evaluate whether the NIR spectral bands that arise from water do indeed correlate to the water content in these materials. Two different approaches were used for data analysis: simple integrations of the areas of the water absorbances, and partial least squares (PLS) analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bovine Nasal Cartilage (BNC) Tissues
Bovine nasal cartilage was collected from freshly slaughtered 2-3 month old animals, n = 2 (JBS, Souderton, PA). Tissues were stored in phosphate buffered saline (109, pH 7.4, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and Protease Inhibitor (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 218°C until use, and allowed to come to room temperature before analysis. Plugs of 6 mm diameter were obtained with a biopsy punch, and sliced to either 0.5 or 1 mm thickness, and weighed immediately to obtain wet weight. Following spectral data collection (described below), tissues were lyophilized for 20 h at 250°C in vacuum (Labconco, Kansas City, MO) to obtain dry weight. NIR spectral data were also collected after lyophilization. For each sample (n = 5 for 0.5 and 1 mm) spectra were collected from 16 different regions across the tissue (details below).
NIR Spectroscopy
A Perkin Elmer Spotlight 400 imaging spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Shelton CT), which couples an infrared spectrometer to a light microscope equipped with an array detector, was used to obtain NIR data in transmission mode in the frequency range from 4000 to 7800 cm 21 . Spectra from 1 mm slices of BNC placed on glass slides were obtained at 50 lm pixel resolution, and were used to investigate bound and free water. Spectral data were collected at 32 cm 21 spectral resolution with 32 co-added scans per pixel, with a total imaging time of less than 1 min per sample. Penetration of the NIR radiation was through the entire 1 mm segment of tissue, and therefore, full-thickness sampling of all tissue components occurred. Transmittance spectra were ratioed to a background obtained through the glass slide and converted to absorbance for data analysis. For each tissue sampled, 16 spectra per image were acquired. BNC slices were imaged continually in intervals of 5-15 min over a 3 h period to observe the spectral changes due to water evaporation, and to permit assignment of bound and free water absorbances. The 0.5 mm thick samples were imaged every 15 min for 2 h keeping all parameters the same as for the 1 mm thick samples, and resulted in a total of 800 spectra. The NIR spectra obtained from these samples were used to assess correlations between integrated band areas and water content, and to build a PLS model to predict water content. Temperature and humidity were recorded for each experiment and ranged between 70 and 75°F and 22-25% humidity for each experiment.
Data Analysis
BNC Water Content
Tissues on the glass slides were weighed at each time point of data collection. The weight of the glass slide alone was subtracted, and for each time point during the course of evaporation of water from the tissues, the gravimetrically determined absolute water content was calculated as:
where Wet weight T is the tissue weight at a specific Time point T, Dry weight L is the weight of the tissue after lyophilization.
Percent water content
Correlations
Integrated areas under the NIR water absorbances centered at 5200 and 6890 cm 21 were calculated using ISYs 5.0 software (Malvern Instruments, UK). Correlations of the integrated areas of these absorbances with absolute and percent water content were assessed using a Pearson correlation with statistical significance determined at the p < 0.05 level.
Partial Least Squares Models
PLS analysis is a statistical method used to find fundamental relationships between predictor and response variable. In the current study, PLS1 models (models built on a single y dependent variable) were evaluated for prediction of water from BNC tissues using The Unscrambler software (CAMO Software, Oslo, Norway). Second derivatives (Gap-Segment (Gap size 5 and Segment size 13)) and multiplicative scatter corrections (MSC) were used as pretreatments for all data sets. MSC negates amplification and offset artifacts caused by light scattering, and second derivatives are useful for removing baseline shifting and to discern overlapping peaks. 24 The predictor matrix consists of rows of NIR spectra from the BNC samples, and the columns contain the absorbance values at each wavenumber, while the response matrix was created with either gravimetrically determined percent water content or absolute water content. From the 800 NIR BNC spectra collected over time as water evaporated, only spectral data that were not off-scale were included in the PLS model (some data from the initial timepoints were offscale, with absorbances greater than 2 absorbance units). Lyophilized spectral data were also not included. This resulted in a total of~672 spectra used in the PLS analysis. Unscrambler was used to randomly select 420 spectra to build the model and 252 spectra for prediction. This was repeated three times, where 420 spectra were randomly chosen each time, and the remaining 252 spectra used for independent prediction. The residual sum of squares error calculated from cross-validation (random 10 samples per segment) was used to determine the optimal number of factors. The presence of outlier spectra for each model was investigated using the Hotelling T 2 ellipse algorithm and influence plots of residual variance vs. sample leverage, 24 but no spectra were identified as outliers. The quality of the fit for each model was assessed by the coefficient of determination of validation (R 2 ) and the root mean square error (RMSE). The root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) was used to assess the quality of the prediction of the independent sample sets.
A separate PLS model for percent water was developed in the range of 50-80% water content to evaluate the performance of our model in the physiological range, where 224 and 112 spectra were used to calibrate and test the performance of the model, respectively. Another PLS model was built to predict percent free water from the 0.5 mm thick BNC samples. The response matrix in this case was the percent free water calculated from the ratios of the integrated areas under the 5200 cm 21 absorbance as described below:
Percent free water
Integrated Area T is the integrated area under 5200 cm 21 absorbance at specific time point (reflects total bound plus free water). Integrated Area L is the integrated area under 5200 cm 21 absorbance of lyophilized sample (reflects total bound water).
RESULTS
Assessment of Free and Bound Water
The NIR absorbances at 5200 and 6890 cm 21 decreased as the BNC samples dried over a 3 h period (Fig. 1a) . Direct comparison of a spectrum obtained after 1 h of evaporation and after lyophilization for 20 h reveals that there is a negligible absorbance at 6890 cm 21 in the lyophilized sample, which indicates that there is no longer any water present that contributes to that absorbance (Fig. 1b) . Thus, this absorbance band does indeed result from free water. The area of the 5200 cm 21 band was also reduced during the evaporation process, but~2-6% of the original absorbance still remained after lyophilization. These data indicate that there is indeed a bound water component, in addition to a free water component. The integrated areas in both NIR water absorbances decreased in a linear fashion through~60 min of tissue drying (Figs. 1c, 1d ), and then began to level off. For both absorbances, a very slight increase in integrated area is observed at~140 min, likely due to the fact that background spectrum was re-acquired at this timepoint.
Further spectral changes attributable to free and bound water were revealed by second derivative NIR spectra from BNC samples imaged at 5 min intervals during water evaporation (Fig. 2) . No change in peak position of the 6890 cm 21 was observed over time. However, the NIR absorbance band centered at 5200 cm 21 underwent a shift to lower frequencies as the water evaporated (Fig. 2a) . As the frequency of vibration depends on the mobility of water, a shift to lower frequency indicates less mobile, or more strongly bound water, and is further confirmation of the assignment of this absorbance band.
Correlations
The gravimetrically calculated absolute water content of the 0.5 mm thick BNC samples was in the range of 12-36 mg per sample, and the percent water content was in the range of 60-75%. The percent bound water was in the range of 1.65-6.59%. The integrated areas of the NIR absorbance bands at both 5200 and 6890 cm 21 significantly correlated with percent water content (R = 0.97, p < 0.01 and R = 0.96, p < 0.01) (Figs. 3a,  3b ) and with the absolute water content (R = 0.87, p < 0.01 and R = 0.86, p < 0.01) (Figs. 3c, 3d ).
PLS Prediction of Water Content
The PLS models were able to predict absolute water content with an average RMSEP of 2.89 mg, and percent water content with an average RMSEP of 5.81% (Table 1; Fig. 4a) . The PLS models to assess percent water content in the physiologic range of 50-80% were able to predict the percent water content with an average RMSEP of 2.68%. In addition, percent free water was predicted with an average RMSEP of 2.52% (Table 1; Fig. 4b ).
DISCUSSION
The current study confirmed that NIR spectroscopy can be used to quantitatively assess water content in hyaline cartilage. Along with this primary objective, another objective was to confirm the assignment of free and bound water absorbances to the NIR absorbance bands centered at 6890 and 5200 cm 21 . Liquid water occurs in different bound states in most materials and tissues, including cartilage, but for simplicity can be generally characterized as free or bound water. Free water is comprised of water in the liquid state present in large cavities or pores within solid material, whereas bound water is the water covalently bound or hydrogen bound to proteins or other molecules. Prior studies have attributed the 6890 cm 21 absorbance to free water, 37 and the 5200 cm 21 absorbance to free and bound water. 6, 37, 52 We found that these two prominent water peaks in the cartilage NIR spectrum actually reflect free water, and a combination of bound plus free water, respectively. Interestingly, a study by Luck 37 also attributed the 5200 cm 21 band to a combination of free and bound water. They found the absorbance to arise from the sum of four different states of the water OH groups as follows: (1)~5446 cm 21 , free molecules with hydrogens unbonded, (2)~5265 cm 21 , molecules with one hydrogen bonded and the other unbonded; (3) 5165 cm 21 , H-bonded OH-groups with energetically unfavored bond angles; (4)~5040 cm 21 , H-bonded OH-groups with linear bonding. 37 Our results are also consistent with the literature assignment of free water to the 6890 cm 21 absorbance in that same study. In addition, several other studies confirmed these assignments in other tissues and proteins. In one study on intact proteins, Vandermeulen et al. 60 assigned an absorbance band near~5260 cm 21 as free water, whereas the band near~5100 cm 21 was assigned to bound water. Ressler et al. 52 concluded that the band near~5100 cm 21 exists even in tissue with the lowest water content (lyophilized); they therefore attributed this band to firmly bound water. Bagratashvili et al. 6 used NIR spectroscopy to study the thermal diffusion process of water in nasal cartilage and concluded that the free and bound water spectra differed from each other and from the spectrum of pure water based on the frequency. The~5200 cm 21 band representing free and bound water in cartilage was shifted by 12 cm 21 as compared to the~5200 cm 21 . 6 Zhou et al. 66 used PLS1 models to determine surface water and bound water in drying drug substances and confirmed that free water (surface water) absorbed at~5252 cm 21 , and that bound water absorbed at~5165 cm 21 which is also in agreement with our results. Thus, we see here that the NIR absorbances from water in articular cartilage are similar to those in other materials and biological tissues.
We found that in BNC the bound water, which was not removed by lyophilization, averaged 3.72 ± 1.97% of the total water content. This pool of water is likely tightly bound to collagen, which is in agreement with the earlier study by Bagratashvili et al., 6 where they concluded that the proportion of bound water in rabbit nasal cartilage was~4%. Interestingly, Jaffe et al. 30 showed that less than 6% water was tightly bound to cartilage even after vacuum desiccation, and even lesser amount of water was bound to cartilage after heating at 98°C for 4 h. The authors concluded that the tightly bound water may be trapped within the matrix, but likely bound to collagen rather than proteoglycans. This observation is also consistent with a study by Mankin and Thrasher 39 based on water binding in normal and osteoarthritic cartilage in humans. They conclude that water in cartilage had a greater affinity for collagen than proteoglycans, and (420) were used in each model, and data is presented for n = 3 models, ±SD. Parameters A to E were calculated from the cross-validation models. Root mean square (RMSE) of validation was measured to determine the overall error of the model. Parameter F, the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP), was calculated from the independent prediction of the remaining 252 spectra. therefore the tightly bound water may be bound to collagen. A recent magnetic resonance spectroscopy study by Reiter et al. 51 quantified the amount of water bound to proteoglycan and collagen macromolecules based on multiexponential water relaxation, and concluded that~6% of the water was bound to collagen, whereas~14% of the water was tightly bound to proteoglycan. Thus, the NIR data in the current study are in the same range as earlier studies. However, to fully understand exactly which macromolecules the bound water is associated with, further experiments, such as enzymatic degradation focused on specific components, can be performed.
The second derivative spectra acquired while the tissues were drying over time showed a low frequency shift in the position of the NIR absorbance band centered at~5200 cm 21 , whereas no shift was observed in the 6890 cm 21 water band. In a previous study on water desorption from skin, Walling and Danbey 61 reported a similar observation. They found that the second derivative of the water absorbance from skin showed peak shifts from~5224 to 5170 cm 21 as the water content from the skin decreased, and no shift was observed in any other band associated with NH, CO, or CH. These results support the concept that frequency of vibration of the water molecules is greater in the free water components as compared to the covalently or hydrogen-bound component, and could be useful for further studies to elucidate different water compartments in cartilage attributable to binding to different matrix molecules.
The results of the gravimetrically determined percent water content in the BNC samples were as expected, in the range of the physiological water content of the cartilage, 60-75%. 21 Both PLS models, using the full range of water values, and using only the physiological range of water values, were able to predict percent water with an error of~5-8% of the total range of values. The positive correlation between the integrated areas under the NIR absorbances at 5200 and 6890 cm 21 confirm our hypothesis that an increase in water content results in an increase in area under these NIR absorbances. Further, the strong correlation of the integrated areas of both bands with absolute water content of BNC samples indicate that either of these band areas can be used to predict water content from hyaline cartilage.
The use of non-invasive or minimally invasive NIR evaluation of tissue quality is highly desirable from a clinical point of view for early detection of OA. Although minimally invasive assessments of cartilage by mid-infrared spectroscopy have been used in prior studies to evaluate matrix and correlate to tissue grade, 26, 33, 63 most NIR studies of degraded cartilage have focused on qualitative evaluation of water absorbances. NIR fiber optic spectroscopy was used recently to distinguish between normal and enzymatically degraded cartilage and to detect early cartilage degeneration. 11, 12, 55 Brown et al. 11 used PLS analysis of fiber optic diffuse reflectance NIR spectra and observed higher overall absorbance in enzymatically degraded cartilage, which they attributed to increased water content secondary to degradation. This was based on assessment of the entire spectrum and did not address quantification of water content or matrix components.
A further study by Brown et al. 12 concluded that diffuse reflectance NIRS can differentiate between normal, visibly normal (no fibrillation area next to defect), and degraded cartilage. This was based on a discriminating function developed from the NIR absorbance bands of water, where they observed that in normal tissue the 5150 cm 21 absorbance band (free plus bound water) is lower than the 7000 cm 21 absorbance band (free water), where as in degraded tissue it is higher. 12 In the most recent study by that group, 13 they concluded that NIR spectroscopy was a better predictor of visibly normal osteoarthritic tissue in bovine patellae than mechanical indentation and ultrasound imaging. Here, they used the ratio of the water absorbance band at~5150 cm 21 and the matrix absorbances at 4600-4900 cm 21 as an indicator for swelling due to early cartilage degeneration. 13 Together, these studies demonstrate the changes in water absorbances from cartilage in varying states of degradation, and the sensitivity of NIR spectra to those degradative changes.
Notwithstanding the results obtained here, there were some limitations to the current study, including lack of a precisely controlled humidity and temperature environment. In a previous study where water content from the skin was determined by NIR reflectance spectroscopy, it was found that the entire spectrum was shifted to higher absorbance values at high humidity, indicating an increase in tissue water content. 44 Temperature changes can also influence NIR spectra, and studies have shown increases in intensity of the absorbance bands, shifts to higher frequencies, and band narrowing with increases in temperature. 19, 34, 37 In the current study, data were acquired under similar temperature and humidity conditions to minimize the effect of these confounding variables. Ideally, a humidity controlled environment for water content assessment would be utilized. However, for clinical applications, it is necessary to confirm that NIR data are stable in the temperature and humidity conditions present during arthroscopic assessments. It may be possible to overcome this by use of a repeatability file 14 with the existing model. A repeatability file is simply a group of spectra of cartilage acquired under varying humidity/water and temperature conditions taken over period of time. The purpose of this repeatability file is to make the calibration model more robust by minimizing the discrepancies caused by these variables. During standard arthroscopy procedures, the knee joint is filled with pressurized saline which rinses off the synovial fluid to give the surgeon a clear view of the cartilage, and keeps the joint open. In this case the probe will be surrounded by saline, which could result in interference from water external to the tissue. Future in vivo experiments, such as those performed with cadaver knees using an arthroscopic setup, will be required to account for the contribution of external free water on the prediction of free water within the cartilage tissue.
Bovine nasal cartilage was used in these studies to avoid the zonal variation of articular cartilage, but this also results in a potential limitation of this model. Oriented collagen fibrils in articular cartilage may trap water differently compared to bovine nasal cartilage, and therefore the bound water could differ between the two cartilage types. Another limitation of the study was that data were collected from cartilage of the same known thickness in order to obtain absolute measures of water content as opposed to only proportional measures. In vivo, the relationship between the NIR water absorbances and the degenerative state of cartilage will not be as straightforward. Cartilage thickness can decrease to a variable extent with degeneration, which would decrease the overall absorbance of any NIR absorbance band, or result in changes in band ratios, as shown by Brown et al. 12 However more recently the spectral variations were used to determine thickness, and this could be useful methodology during clinical evaluation 2 . Although the system used here was standardized for thickness, it nevertheless demonstrates the feasibility of obtaining quantitative data on water content from these tissues.
Arthroscopic evaluations during early stages of cartilage degeneration have additional limitations. They can be highly subjective as they rely on the perception of the surgeon performing the procedure. Several recent publications have expressed the feasibility of use of NIR fiber optic probes during arthroscopy as a less subjective evaluation method. 1, 55, 57 The use of NIR probes has the potential to play an important role in monitoring early degeneration of cartilage for the high risk patients, such as those with anterior cruciate ligament or meniscus injury. Since the data obtained is less subjective than that from visual arthroscopy, more precise results on how to stage the cartilage may be obtained. In addition, the probability of success of novel therapies for OA likely depend on early diagnosis and thus earlier therapeutic intervention. Several disease modifying therapies are proposed in the literature to treat OA, such as non-drug therapies (exercise, weight loss), drug therapies (intra-articular corticosteroid injections, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 54 cell based therapies (stem cells injections) 20 and surgical procedures (debridement, microfracture, 25, 29 autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI). 7 NIR fiber optic probe analysis could be a useful tool for assessment of therapeutic efficacy, as well as during debridement procedures to aid in determination of the margins of healthy vs. degraded tissue areas.
Finally, non-destructive methods such as NIR spectroscopy could prove to be an important tool not only in a clinical environment to detect early tissue degeneration, but also in a laboratory set up to understand disease progression. Many research groups are currently developing protocols for the growth of viable cartilage constructs for implantation, and these efforts would benefit greatly from non-destructive methods of analyses to assess the quality of cartilage constructs.
CONCLUSION
The results from this study confirm that the NIR absorbance band in cartilage at 5200 cm 21 arises from free and bound water, and the NIR absorbance band at 6890 cm 21 arises from free water. The strong relation between either of the water bands with the absolute water content indicates that either of these can be used to assess water content in cartilage samples. These results lay the foundation for quantitative assessment of water changes in cartilage, which could be predictive of early tissue degeneration.
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